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Lafayette, and of John Quincy Adams, as the rule of law 
throughout the Americas. Economic justice for peoples, un
der those principles of the sovereign republic elaborated by 
Dante and Cusa, must be the law throughout our hemisphere, 
and our hemisphere must be a bastion of the fight for this 
principle throughout the world as a whole. 

Wherever leading forces of a nation, such as Mexico, 
Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Ecuador, Peru, 
Brazil, or Bolivia, fight patriotically for these principles, 
those forces are axiomatically my brothers- and sisters-in
arms. 

Second, it is not accidental that the dedications of the 
patriots of Venezuela, Colombia, and other nations should 
coincide with my own on such issues as the Soviet-Bulgaria
Cuba-linked narcotics traffic, or our opposition to the dark 
forces of such feudalistic cults as Tradition, Family, and 
Property. It is true that only a relative handful among us 

I wish that the government oj 
Venezuela,jor example, knew at 
least as much as I have been 
privileged to know concerning the 
deeper connections, but clearly 
that government can recognize 
the menacing evil oj the narcotics 
trq[fi.cker� without yet knowing 
more jully such deeper 
connections. 

throughout the world today understand the deeper meaning 
and massively important practical connections of Gnosticism 
and Sufism, but it is not indispensable to understand Gnosti
cism theologically to recognize that the Anti-Defamation 
League's connections to Bulgaria and Cuba through Robert 
Vesco and Carlos Lehder make ADL leader Kenneth Bialkin 
and other Meyer Lansky connections the enemy of humanity . 
I wish that the government of Venezuela, for example, knew 
at least as much as I have been privileged to know concerning 
the deeper connections, but clearly that government can rec
ognize the menacing evil of the narcotics traffickers without 
yet knowing more fully such deeper connections. 

Wherever a republic of the hemisphere, including Vene
zuela, fights to defend its sovereignty, to fight against the 
Gnostics and narcotics traffickers, and to work for economic 
justice for its people, I am fighting by its side, and I think I 

shall contin�e to fight efficiently for that cause even long 
after I am dead. 

Long live the sovereign republic of Venezuela! 
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